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February 4th, 2023

Location:
Mayo: NND Government House Multi-Purpose Room
Whitehorse: Yukon Inn Fireside Room South

Time:
The meeting start time is 10:00 am; Breakfast is at
9:00 am.



Please sign child in and out during drop off and pick up
Bring proper outdoor gear so all children can be included in outdoor excursions
check the lost and found bin for any items that may belong to your child
funding for spaces is based on attendance—for more info contact Terra
For our upcoming All About Me month we will be sending notes home with questions
about their culture, any traditions they would like to share, possibly asking for photos
or have parents visit.

Important reminders for parents:

TERRA BLANCHARD
Daycare Coordinator

Dunena Ko'honete 
Ko Daycare

Children learn and explore their environment by using their hands, guided by their vision.
Fine motor skills can be developed using a variety of materials like sand, water, paint, and
beading. Hand skills include colouring, cutting, printing, and eye/finger/hand
manipulation skills. Colouring is a great way to improve hand muscles which will help
when it comes time to start holding a pencil and writing.

When we sit and play with, observe, and interact with children, we build connections.
Showing them, we take an interest in their ideas, their play, we can start to build a
relationship of trust. That trust allows us to work with children to manage emotions.
Encouraging self-control when dealing with frustrations is a something that will be
helpful not only in school but later in life. We help put emotions into words, put a name
to what they could be feeling. We listen and respond. Setting clear limits that we always
follow through with.
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Photo Corner:

We had a Winter Walk scavenger hunt! Children found a variety of winter themed items
then wrote about their favourite parts and drew pictures. Lily said she found a pinecone;
Henley said it was a long walk!
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IT Department Operations Update:

PETER IDOKO
Manager

Information Systems 
Department

Coordination needed between departments to move computers, TVs, video games, printers, and
networking equipment from the old Youth Center to the new one. Then, we can better identify
what electronic equipment else is needed for the new Youth Center.

GPS tracking on FNNND vehicles will be live once our account gets reactivated. All outstanding
bills with Telus are paid.

The two new Xerox Multi-function Copiers (MFCs) are enroute to FNNND within the next four
weeks. Once they arrive, the Xerox techs will remove the old MFCs.

Apart from maintaining FNNND’s ongoing information technology operations below are updates
on some active projects for the IT department:

1. The plan for the server upgrade project is completed. Also, we are working on rearranging
space in the server rack to accommodate the new servers without having to buy a new server
rack, then we can start the server provisioning with Pure IT.

2. Working on a WiFi mesh system for the 4-plex to improve the wireless signal strength at each
unit.

3. Working on a second community engagement event with Lisa Badenhorst and Jim Pratt
before the April 17th CRTC public hearing. Lisa and Jim continue monitoring CRTC proceedings
and helping FNNND complete submissions for the CRTC.

4. Working on getting Managers and Directors to agree on a Records Classification and Retention
Schedule (RCRS) which will allow us to store records in a method that allows easy searching.

5. Working on getting a Subject Matter Expert (SME) to help apply the RCRS to FNNND archives
which are stored in boxes around the Government’s buildings. Also, getting a SME to help with
planning for an Archive Center which will house FNNND’s Vital Records which need to exist
forever.

6. Working on getting funding from Service Canada for two Summer Student positions in the
Information Systems department this summer.

7. Working on finding a new Human Resource Information System (HRIS) for FNNND that
alleviates issues such as slow data entry, doubling of stored data, and inability to set alerts.
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1) We welcome Sarah Maxcy to the team. She already sorted through over 50
boxes of archives by department and is completing data entry. 

2) The hiring of Chika allowed the IT department to close an extra 45 tickets
every two weeks. Also, First Response Time on tickets improved to 2 minutes. 

3) Completed the first version of the Information Systems Department
Workplan and Budget for 2023/2024 with the phase 2 of the Records
Management Program development identified as most important. 

4) NorthwesTel completed setting up internet at the new Youth Center, so
the building now has security cameras and internet. Next, we will work on
getting the electronic equipment needed based on the proposed floor
layout.

Recent Successes
Information Systems 
Department
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HELAINA MOSES
Mining Reclamation Coordinator

Lands & Resources 
Department

In August 2022, The First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun and Victoria Gold worked together to
make a program for NND youth to participate in Sediment and Erosion Control measures
at the mine site. This is to prevent sediment going into the receiving environment. The
youth learned what it would be like to work on an operational mine site, we participated
in all orientation and safety discussions. They also learned how we can prevent solids
from going into waterways, which included silt fencing, willow staking and seeding. We
also put out some jute and hay bails to areas of concern.

This program was a community lead initiative to help protect the water and land on
NND’s Traditional Territory. It was open to all community member in Mayo to develop
skills and knowledge in sediment and erosion control.

This is a great step into leading our youth into Environmental Stewardship.

Please Contact Helaina Moses miningreclamation@nndfn.com if you have any questions.

FNNND Participants: Helaina Moses, Carolene Lucas, Sommer Mervyn, Jazmine Charette,
Carmen Melancon, Christiana Hager, Conner Bernhardt, and Dayton Hummel.

Sediment and Erosion Control Field work at Victoria Gold Mine
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Sediment and Erosion Control Field work at Victoria Gold Mine

Collecting willows
for willow staking

Carmen Melancon Installing
silt fencing to help mitigate
the sediment from going
into waterways.

Participants installing the
willows we collected into the
ground, this will help
stabilized the roots and
absorb excess water.
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Victoria Gold Staff/Citizen Tours
October 2022

In the late fall and early winter there was multiple community consultation meeting in the
community for the Eagle Gold Project. This was a step to encourage citizens to participate in
the consultation process. The First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun and Victoria Gold worked
together to put on Tours for staff and citizens, this gave them the opportunity to visit the
Gold Mine site located on their Traditional Territory. We toured the entire mine site from one
side to the other, we got to see the active mine operations in the pit, how they process the
gold, and other facilities that are being built at site like the water treatment plant. We had
the opportunity to witness an active gold pour while on our tour.

Please keep posted about any upcoming community meetings regarding the project and
we will coordinate more tours in the future, so everyone can visit The Eagle Gold Project.

Participants: Ron Gillan, Hugh Coyle, Sommer Meryn, Dawn Moses, Rick Cox, Colleen Fraser Cathy
Samson, Natasha Harper, Lindsay Rear, Helaina Moses, Debbie Buyck and Kaylie-Ann Hummel.
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HOLIDAY TURKEY DRIVE
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The First Nation of Na-Cho Nyäk Dun would like to express our deepest gratitude for your
contribution to our 2022 Turkey Drive. Thanks to the dedicated support from people and
organizations like you, we were able to give 300 turkeys to NND families during the holiday
season. Together, we raised $20,000 that went towards the purchase and transportation of
the turkeys. An NND Youth came out to help deliver the turkeys to Elders in Whitehorse
which further created an opportunity for community connection.

It is an honour to ensure that at this time of the year when people come together to gather
with our youth and Elders around the table, we’ve made sure that everyone had a chance to
come together with full bellies and warm spirits. Working together throughout the year
means that we exist in community with one another. We are proud to know that our
colleagues and partners have chosen to meet us in community and participate in making
sure that families had support and food this holiday season.

We are looking forward to starting 2023 in the knowledge that our partners and business
community are truly dedicated to fostering health and wellness for our people.
Thank you again for your generous support and we are excited to celebrate this event with
all our sponsors.

Helaina Moses
Victoria Gold Liaison



Victoria Gold Corp.
Scholarship Program
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FLORENCE PILON
Elder's Coordinator Assistant

Facilitators:Joe Migwans, Elder Diane Smith, and Alison Anton
When: January 16-20, 2023 
Where: Mayo Community Hall 
Time: 9:00am-4:00pm each day

This symposium went very well for all those that attended. An estimate of 30-50 people per
day took part. Due to the topic sensitivity minutes could not be taken, but daily attendance
was recorded. We provided meals including breakfast, snacks, lunch, and dinner daily. Various
crafts were provided to ease the mind from a heavy day. It’s been a full house at the wellness
symposium all week! We want to thank our sponsors the New Horizon’s, FN Nacho Nyak Dun,
and Village of Mayo for their sponsorships and support towards this event. It was good to see
all participants smiling and I hope to see you at the follow up event which will be a closed
registration only event. It was great to see such happy spirits learning some cultural crafts.
Some were first time crafters, but you would never have known. It was a great week so I want
to thank cooks/helpers Jackie/Marcel, Josephine,Tammy,Persis,Agnes, facilitators-Joe, Diane,
Lisa,Laurent for a fun but heavy week. All the craft facilitators: sewing-Ernestine Silas, Christine
Hager, Sophie Lucas, Nancy Hummel, painting-Don Germaine, Indian medicine-Frank
Patterson, youth helpers-Julius Hager, Nathan Hager, Christi Hager, Jazmine Charette (events
Assistant), Jennifer Lucas and Jolene Hager-driver, and Elder Council Hilda Germaine and
Youth Councillor Caroline Lucas. It was a busy successful week. Remember, one day at a time.
Work on one thing you want to change in self! We also did 2 -50/50 1 for Deanna and 1 for
Norma. Daily door prizes at 3 per day, a closing feast with certificates-Indian medicine and key
chains from Karen Nicloux-thank you and Indian bingo! Thank you to Heather S for the turkeys
everyone enjoyed and all the volunteers!

Wellness Symposium
Report

January 16-20, 2023 Wellness Symposium

Introductions, orientation to the week, Group Guidelines
Effects of Inter-generational Trauma Diane story of grief & loss
IFS model Grief and Addictions
Common grieving Parts
Ways to Move Forward with Grief
Road Map to Grief Group Discussion: Expectations
Group Check-in Your Story
Tools and resource brainstorm to deal with grief and aftercare
What is Grief? Types of Grief (complicated, loss of expectation, societal) 
Closing stories of hope
Introduce Letter Writing, Guiding Questions for Discussion or Journalling,  Time for Letter Writing and Burning
Closing Grounding
Traditional Craft

Wellness Symposium Theme: Grief, Loss & Addiction
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The First Nation of Nacho Nyak Dun
General Meeting Agenda:

February 4th, 2023

9:00 –10:00a.m. BREAKFAST

10:00–10:05

10:05 –10:15

10:15–10:45

10:45–11:15

11:15–11:30

11:30 -12:00

12:00 –1:00

1:00–1:30

1:30–2:15

2:15–3:00

3:00 –3:15

3:15–3:30

3:30–3:45

3:45–4:45

4:45p.m

5:00p.m

Opening Prayer

Appointment of the
Resolutions Committee

Chief and Council Opening
Remarks

Financial Update

House of Wolf Update

Wellness Symposium Update

Cultural Centre Update

Constitution Committee
Update

Victoria GoldExtension
Update

Break

Ethel Lake Update

Farm Update

Resolutions Discussion

Closing Prayer

LUNCH

DINNER

Kirk Cameron, Moderator

Council

Adrienne Hill, 
Acting Finance Director

Gina Nagano

Lisa Atkins

Teresa Samson, 
Heritage Manager

Millie Olsen, 
Constitution Committee Chair

Helaina Moses & Tess McLeod

Teresa Samson, 
Heritage Manager

Rob Gillian, Director of Justice

Kirk Cameron, Moderator
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